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ABSTRACT
The fundamental basis for mechanistic understanding and modeling of stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) remains in question for many nuclear reactor systems. Specific mechanisms
controlling the initiation and growth of SCC can vary with changes in alloy characteristics,
applied/residual stress or environmental conditions. The local crack electrochemistry, cracktip mechanics and material metallurgy are the main factors controlling crack growth. While
these localized properties are difficult or impossible to measure in active cracks, it is essential
to quantitatively examine these microstructures as well as crack-tip conditions if mechanistic
understanding is to be obtained. A wide variety of methods for imaging and analyses at
resolutions down to the atomic level can be used to examine the crack and corrosion film
characteristics, including high resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), and atom probe tomography (APT). Our research highlights a
complementary approach at tackling this complex material science problem through these
techniques. A general overview of the structural nuclear materials research program at PNNL
will be presented, with specific examples of how unique corrosion mechanisms in Fe and Nibased stainless steels are better understood. Our research interests span from examining how
SCC initiates in commercial alloys to basic energy science in tackling how individual alloy
elements affect the corrosion of Ni; all to better determine degradation mechanisms of
stainless steels in reactors.
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